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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the construction process deployed in building Roman vaults with flanking walls.
The Roman method of applying concrete, known as opus caementicium, in layers has led researchers to assume that Roman vaults were successively constructed in combination with the flank walls. Using two examples from the period of Maxentius, I can prove that the walls were first of all built up like a surrounding "box" as
far as the crown height, whereby a later joint between the vault and the walls was prepared. Once the masonry for the walls was completed, the scaffolding was removed to create space for the centring for the vault.
The spatial conflict between the scaffolding and centring is the main reason why I believe that the described
process was a standard method used for constructing concrete vaulting with flanking walls.

PRIMARY SOURCES FOR THE BUILDING PROCESS
The spans of Roman vaults such as, for example, the dome of the Pantheon or cross-vaulted thermal baths,
have been a source of fascination since ancient times. The considerable strength of the vaults enables immense loads to be transferred to the metre-thick walls. Gigantic arched vaults span across large roofs at an astonishing height. This leads to the question: HOW did the Romans build these vaults? How were building sites
organised at that time? Which work stages were required? Answers to such questions are, however, difficult to
find. Neither Vitruvius nor any other sources from antiquity provide any indication as to the construction processes used in building simple vaults. Such information can only be provided by the buildings themselves, but
here the first difficulties already arise as a result of their state of preservation.
With collapsed vaults, it is often just the springers that remain, although fragments can occasionally be found
on the ground. However, it is first of all necessary to determine the original position of the fragments in the vault
before any conclusions can be drawn as to the shape, appearance or structure of the vault.
With vaults that are still in a good condition, the vault surfaces are often plastered, stuccoed or subsequently
restored – and therefore equally uninformative when it comes to revealing the construction used.
In order to identify the construction joints within a vault, you would actually require ‘x-ray vision’. Given the
technical means currently available to us, this possibility is denied to us by the material originally used, opus
caementicium, which combines binding agents with caementa, an aggregate.
AN INSIGHT INTO THE BUILDING PROCESS: THE UNCOMPLETED QUADRIPORTICUS OF MAXENTIUS IN ROME
Around 30 years ago, a detailed documentation, analysis and reconstruction of the Maxentius Mausoleum on
the Via Appia in Rome was conducted by Jürgen J. Rasch, which resulted in a detailed building monograph
(Rasch 1984). Plates 11-25 show, using qualitatively good photographs, the overall views and details of the
quadriporticus. When viewing these photographs it is noticeable that of the four flanks, the two eastern ones
not only appear uniform but also have a fairly uniform state of preservation. In this area the external walls extend to the crown height and all wall projections to the springing line. Instead of a vault, each bay contains an
indent, which is one Roman foot (RF) deep (Fig. 1). The remaining areas on the western flanks, on the other
hand, appear quite different (including the corner bays to the north and south of the site): Here there are still
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Figure 1: Rome, Maxentius Mausoleum, portico: north-eastern flank viewed from northern corner (left) and detail of the north-eastern flank, bays 8/9 (right); (Rasch 1984, Plates 16.1,24.1)
intact vault springers. With all bays that still have springers, the break-off edge is roughly a third of the way up
the vault (see Rasch, Plates 24.2-3; 25.1). A comparison of the two eastern flanks with the two western flanks
shows the vaults were begun on the western flanks (but the vaulting was presumably never completed),
whereas the two eastern flanks were left in a condition where the vaults were prepared but never executed.
Although Rasch points out that the building was never clad, the fact that the actual shell construction of this
building was never completed has never previously been mentioned in any respective literature (see Rasch
1984, p.74). Based on historical events, it is most likely that the building work was suspended in 312 AD, when
Maxentius was killed in the Battle of the Milvian Bridge.
Fortunately this building reveals the process wonderfully. A horizontal construction joint can be clearly seen
along the springing line (Fig.1 right, arrow1). This building section is completed by three brick courses instead of
the usual alternating tuff and brick courses. The outer, extended walls were first of all constructed together with
the wall projections as far as the springing line; the walls on the courtyard side were then each constructed
one construction stage later. From the springing line, the walls were constructed as a surrounding box as far as
the crown height. The installation of the vault was prepared by inserting an indent, which had the depth of 1
RF, and which appears like a precise impression of the vault in the masonry. This condition presumably corresponds to the moment when the building work was suspended (Fig.1 left). In the indent, as well as along the
entire walls, regularly spaced rows of holes for the scaffolding can be found that extend all the way round
(Fig.1 right, arrow 2). Once the masonry for the walls was completed, the scaffolding was removed to create
space for the centring for the vault. The precisely inserted indent in the wall determined the form of the centring.
Finally, the opus caementicium was applied to the shuttering until the crown height was reached. It was only
at this point that the rest of the vault covering was applied in layers together with the surrounding masonry.
Assessment of the established construction processes
In order to counteract the thrust of the vault, it is essential to have as much load as possible in the area of the
vault abutment. With the construction stages described above, the opus caementicium used in the walls flanking the vaults has already sufficiently hardened before the vault is installed, therefore providing not only the
necessary support for the loads but also the necessary stability.
It could be argued that one possible disadvantage of the two-stage construction process is that a construction joint is created that could cause a breakage line in the vault. However the thrust created with cross vaults
ensures that the concrete is pressed against the rear wall. In addition, the surface of the rear wall in the area of
the vault joint has indented courses of opus caementicium in order to achieve a better bond with the opus
caementicium on the vault. The one-foot indent means that the vault is partly supported on the wall and the
vault’s lines of force, which result from the thrust and load, are ideally directed into the rear corners of the indent.
A further advantage of the process described, however, is concerned with its practical execution. By dividing
the process into two stages, this made it possible for the masonry work on the walls to be completely finished.
The wall scaffolding could then be removed, allowing enough space for constructing the vault centring.
Whereas the carpenter could construct the centring without any hindrance, the masons could continue on
other parts of the building.
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A decisive argument for this method of construction is, however, a spatial conflict: if the wall and vault were
constructed simultaneously from the springing line, this would require scaffolding and centring at the same
time. In order to support the vault loads, the centring must be constructed right up against the walls, leaving
no room for either the scaffolding or for the masons to carry out their work. However, because the rear walls
have regular rows of scaffolding holes right up to the vault line, this means they must have been constructed
beforehand.
This spatial conflict leads to the assumption that this method of building using two construction stages is not an
isolated case but a standard method.

A COMPARISON IN THE SAME PERIOD: THE BASILICA OF MAXENTIUS
In order to make a comparison I have selected a building from the same period: the Basilica of Maxentius on
the Forum Romanum can be entered from the east via a lower, very wide portico. The focal point and representative highlight of the structure is the western apse. The nave with its elaborately coffered cross vaults had
an almost 40 metre-high crown. The north and south sides are each flanked by three large rooms, which are interconnected by means of large doorways. Although substantial parts of the building have collapsed as a result of earthquakes, a large part of the northern aisle is still intact with its three, characteristic barrel vaults (see
Fig. 2). Today the building is mostly unclad, i.e. it now stands as it was originally constructed when it was still a
shell construction. The walls were entirely constructed in layered courses across the entire wall thickness. Their
cores consist of opus caementicium faced with brickwork. 2 feet-wide bipedales were laid as a bonding
course at regular intervals of approximately 5 RF (roughly 1.48 m). The next row of scaffold timbers was laid on
this brick course. The uniformity of these walls provides testimony to the high quality of the construction.

Figure 2: Rome, Basilica of Maxentius: View from the south-east towards the north aisle; (photo: M. Bleyl)
Vaults with short spans: Cross vaults above the portico and south-western ancillary room
The cross-vaulted portico is particularly suited for an initial examination because, just as with the quadriporticus
at the mausoleum, the span is 24 RF. Although one third of the portico is preserved it its entirety, the southern
part of the vault has collapsed.
If the two-stage construction process described above has been used, there must be construction joints at
specific points. One of these – a vertical joint – can indeed be made out in the barrel vault of the archway
leading from the portico to the adjacent first bay in the northern side aisle (see Fig. 3, arrow 1). Integrated into
the vault of the archway and forming part of the extended wall are rib arches consisting of radially aligned
bricks placed in series. These are embedded in opus caementicium and therefore not visible. To avoid confusion with other types of ribs, such as groin ribs, I have used the Italian expression nervatura (plural: -e ) to describe these rib arches. The radial joint runs in line with the archway and separates the last nervatura in the
archway from the adjacent portico vault. This therefore provides clear evidence that two work stages were
used here.
A continuous, horizontal construction joint can also be seen on the external walls of the portico, which is particularly distinct on the northern wall, and which runs at the precise height of the vault crown. Instead of the
usual layering of mortar and bricks, there are two adjacent courses of mortar. Since a mortar course was always laid first in Roman masonry construction, this provides clear evidence that a new construction phase was
begun at a later point of time. The break-off edge of the vault reveals that the masonry above the crown was
continuously constructed as one course above the entire vault.
The portico vault contains an unusual structural feature: four vertical terracotta pipes are positioned at regular
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Figure 3: Rome, Basilica of Maxentius: View from below showing the portico vault and the archway leading to
the north aisle (left); Section of the ceiling plan when viewed from below (right)
intervals in each of the sections of the vault (see Fig. 3, arrow 2 and Amici 2006, pp. 172-173). These completely
penetrate the vault through its entire structural depth and are only covered right at the top by the roof-sealing
cocciopesto layers. Since they were enclosed above, they cannot have been used as ventilation pipes. Their
presumed function as a measuring aid, by allowing plumb lines to be fed through, does not seem particularly
likely since there were enough other methods available. Rather the special arrangement of the pipes immediately next to the line of the extended walls would suggest that they were used for feeding through ropes for
drawing up the prefabricated centring. The closeness to the wall would enable the jib of the guide pulley to
be kept as short as possible. Since the flanking walls would already have been built as described above, the
guide pulley could be positioned on the top of the walls at a sufficient height above the vault crown. The terracotta pipes would have been slotted over the ropes as sleeves, and concreted in during the layering of the
vault, enabling the centring to be let down again once the vault was completed and the support props had
been removed.
In the southwest corner of the Maxentius Basilica there is a vault with a span of 19 ½ RF above an ancillary
room. Here the western external wall was also constructed first as the flanking wall before the vault was installed. The vault has collapsed and broken away from the extended walls. On the south side, parts of the
vault have broken away to such an extent that the opus caementicium is revealed in the extended wall behind. The indent here is also approximately one Roman foot-wide. The protruding and setback layers of the
opus caementicium can also be clearly seen here in preparation for bonding.
Vaults with wide spans: The barrel vaults along the side aisles
So far I have been able to find evidence of the two-stage construction process on three vaults with similarly
short spans. However, what is the case with wide-span vaults and the flanking walls? The barrel vaults along
the side aisles have a span of 80 RF, which is therefore one of the widest spans in the Roman period. In structural terms, the barrel vaults consist of layered tuff-brick caementicium, which in the area of the ribs between
the coffers is penetrated by nervature (see Choisy 1873, plate 3). The well-known illustration from Choisy explains the structural design of the vault, but it does not explain the construction process. From the diverse
range of evidence that can be found on the walls and the roof in the area of the vaults, I would like to present
five pieces of evidence here in detail.
1.) On the northern external wall, the vault lines run very close to the window openings (see Lancaster 2005,
Fig. 26). Radially placed nervature are inserted above the window arches. These are smoothed on both sides.
 The nervature were first installed in the wall, and the vault was then constructed in a later stage.
2.) Under the supervision of Anna Giulia Fabiani, later layers were removed from the roof of the side aisle in
1998/99 to reveal the original roof sealing layer beneath, dating from the Maxentius period (see Fabiani; Coccia 2003, pp. 37-38). The northern roof edge and parapet no longer remain at any point. The upper 2 metres of
the wall surface have been destroyed along the entire length of the north wall. Vault nervature have been
partly exposed above the northern perimeter wall in the middle and eastern bays. The nervature are supported on the north wall to a width of around 1 RF. The nervature on the eastern barrel vault were exposed as
far as their lower edges. The outer line of nervatura bricks in the crown area lies on a course of bipedales. 
The same construction process is evident here as with the quadriporticus at the mausoleum: the north wall was
constructed as far as the crown and capped with a course of bipedales. The indent for the vault installed later
is also around 1 RF here.
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Figure 4: Rome, Basilica of Maxentius: barrel vaults of the north aisle, eastern bay, view from the east prior to
the restoration in the 1930s (photo: Moscioni)
3.) The horizontal layering in the vault can be easily seen. The opus caementicium layers extend across the
entire length of the vault, stretching from where they abut against the north wall as far as the nave wall, including it. Fig. 4 shows a photograph of the vault prior to its restoration in the 1930s. A horizontal construction
joint can be clearly seen above the first coffer (see Fig. 4 arrow).  Between the central and eastern bays the
vault was first of all constructed to the height of the first coffer layer before work was temporarily interrupted.
4.) As explained above, the masonry was capped around every 5 RF with a course of bipedales. At the
height of the springing line, such a course extends along the entire masonry of the northern side aisle. Above it
are bonding courses that extend exactly in line, stretching from the external side of the west wall along the entire length of the north wall, and along the external side of the east wall including the eastern part of the nave
wall, although here it only includes the first four courses. As the fourth external wall of the vault, the nave wall
has bonding courses at differing heights. At higher courses, the bonding courses in the individual bays also
have different heights; there are no longer any continuous courses of bipedales here at all.  It is also evident
that the west, north and east walls, including the lower part of the eastern vault, were constructed together in
an initial construction phase. The vaulting was then carried out as the next stage. Because the vaults, as explained under point 3, were constructed together with the nave wall, it is possible to determine their sequence
of construction through their layering. The upper areas of the vaults were essentially layered together, although each at slightly different times or at different speeds.
5.) The last group of evidence correspondingly relates to the construction joints in the nave wall. In the intermediate spandrels between the arches there are clearly visible vertical construction joints, which have already been described in the scientific literature (see Amici 2006, pp. 170-171, Lancaster 2005, fig. 90).

Figure 5: Rome, Basilica of Maxentius: Longitudinal section looking northwards, showing the levels of the bonding courses
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Figure 6: Rome, Basilica of Maxentius: Detail of the nave wall, spandrel between the western and middle bay
showing the levels of the bonding courses and the joints
One assumption is that these joints are settlement joints, which were installed below the entablatures because
of the high loads. Although this sounds plausible, this does not accord with the Roman method of construction.
In Roman structures, construction joints only exist where organisational or material constraints meant that it was
not possible to carry out the construction in one continuous phase.
In this case it concerns two adjacent construction joints, which run vertically in the lower part until they diverge
diagonally from one another in the upper entablature area. The distance between the vertical joints ranges
between 5 ½ and 7 RF. High up, the joints on the eastern part of the nave wall already begin around 5 RF
above the springing line and, between the bays, around 13 RF above the springing line. On the western end of
the nave wall, the masonry has been destroyed. The vault springers were initially constructed along with the
nervature and the adjacent infill masonry as far as the vertical and diagonal joints, with the remaining intermediate spaces being filled in afterwards, whereby the entablature formed part of this infill.  This raises the
question as to how deep the vertical joints extend into the barrel vault. Based on the observation made under
point 4 that the individual bays were not simultaneously vaulted, this would suggest the following: the vertical
joints visible on the nave wall mark the positions of internal walls between the vaults. These walls separating the
bays were constructed together with the other walls flanking the vaults as far as the crown height. The walls
are set back above the first coffering. Whereas the indent with the flanking north wall is around 1RF, here it has
an all-round depth of between 3 ½ to 4 RF.
The reconstructed construction process for the barrel vaults
Figures 7 a-f provide an overview of the reconstructed construction process for the barrel vaults in the northern
side aisle. All the building phases in the northern side aisle were initially constructed as far as the springing line
and capped with a course of bipedales (Fig. 7a). The layout for the upper windows was then measured out,
whereby the bipedalis course served as a marking out surface.
Fig. 7b depicts the start of the building process for the vaults. The west, north and east walls were constructed
at the same time. The shuttering boards for the lower vault layers were mounted to the wall scaffolding. It was
not yet necessary to have the complete centring in place at this point, since there was almost no thrust at this
height due to the gentle curve of the vault. The timber moulds for the lowest coffering layers were fixed to the
shuttering boards. An exception is provided by the springers on the west wall, which, because of the variations
in sizes in the last bay, were presumably only bonded together with the entire vault once the centring had
been installed.
Fig. 7c shows the construction of the walls up to the height of the window arches. On the inner side of the north
wall, the vault line was marked out every few courses as the wall progressed, with an indent being created to
a depth of 1 RF. At the same time as the exterior walls, the 6 to 7 RF-wide inner cross walls were also built up in
courses. The customarily used wall scaffolding, with scaffold timbers inserted to a depth of around 1 RF, was
also deployed here, but did not stand on the floor of the building but on the 3 ½ to 4 RF-wide offset above the
first coffering. Only on the inner side of the east wall did the work continue on layering the vault as well. At this
point the curve of the vault as far as the centre of the third coffer was still so insignificant that it was possible to
hold the formwork in place with the wall scaffolding (cf. vault springers built in the semi-dome in the Baths of
Caracalla, DeLaine 1997, Fig. 76).
Fig. 7d shows the completion of the walls flanking the vaults. The walls were constructed as far as the crown
height and then capped with a course of bipedales. The wall scaffolding was then removed from the inner
side in order to make space for the centring.
Fig. 7e shows the formwork for the centring with the coffer moulds fixed to them. Because there are no written
or other sources of material available that describe the construction of the centring, any presumptions as to
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their appearance are purely speculative and therefore no attempt has been made to depict them here. It is
only known that shuttering boards were laid lengthways along the length of the vault. Longitudinal sections
through the northern side aisle (see Döring 2003, p. 65) show that the shuttering boards were each supported
on flat segments. Each coffer layer consisted of two flat sections so that, with twelve coffer rows, the surface of
the formwork comprised 24 flat segments.
Fig. 7f shows the final building up of layers of the vault caementicium in phases. The columns of the nave were
erected one after another and the capitals attached to them. The entablature was installed in the prepared
recesses in the nave wall and the side gaps were then filled in. Here the previously constructed cross walls
proved to be extremely advantageous, since the lifting gear required for raising the columns and marble
blocks for the entablature – which weigh several tonnes – could be supported on them. It was then possible to
layer the vaults independently of one another, since they did not have to jointly compensate for the transverse
forces that occur but could direct the thrust to the already fixed cross walls. At the crown level, both the vaults
and the walls were then jointly covered with 2 metres of opus caementicium. It is only above this layer that the
material weight was reduced and the roof slope created, which was then covered with the final roof-sealing
layers (see Fabiani; Coccia 2003, pp. 38, 48).

Figure 7 a-f: Rome, Basilica of Maxentius: Reconstruction of the process used for
building the barrel vaults along the north aisle
CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented will show that two of the four building sections comprising the quadriporticus at the Maxentius Mausoleum were never ultimately vaulted. The suspension of work enables the individual construction
stages to be clearly recognised and these are presented in detail. Their assessment leads to the conclusion
that this work process was probably a standard procedure.
With the Basilica of Maxentius, the same construction process can be verified based on diverse evidence that
appears on two vaults with short spans as well as on the wide-span barrel vaults: the flanking walls were constructed beforehand before work commenced on constructing the vaults. A somewhat more complex procedure is illustrated using the example of the barrel vaults.
Further structures worthy of examination in terms of the construction process include the vaults along the flanking walls in the Baths of Caracalla. Just as with the Basilica of Maxentius, this building also displays regular rows
of scaffolding holes, so that the conflict between the scaffolding and centring described above would also
necessitate the construction process depicted here. The investigation of this and other buildings will therefore
be awaited with a great deal of anticipation.
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